FORM NO. 2 INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE

FRENCH REPUBLIC
TERRITORY OF NEW CALEDONIA

GENERAL POPULATION CENSUS 1996

1. NAME
   ▪ Maiden name.
   ▪ Given names
   ▪ Nickname (if any)

2. SEX.
   ▪ Male
   ▪ Female

3. LEGAL MARITAL STATUS
   ▪ Single.
   ▪ Married.
   ▪ Widowed.
   ▪ Divorced.

4. DATE OF BIRTH
   Born: Day Month Year

5. PLACE OF BIRTH
   ▪ In the territory
     Specify the commune (municipality):
     ▪ In Metropolitan France, in a DOM or in another TOM
       Specify the department or TOM
     ▪ In a foreign country
       Specify the country

6. TO WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING COMMUNITIES DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BELONG?
   ▪ European.
   ▪ Indonesian.
   ▪ Melanesian.
   ▪ Ni-Vanuatu.
   ▪ Tahitian.
   ▪ Vietnamese.
   ▪ Wallisian-Futunian.
   ▪ Other Asian.
   ▪ Other
7. FOR FRENCH OF MELANESIAN ORIGIN

- Indicate the tribe to which you belong.
- Commune.

DO YOU HAVE ETHNIC STATUS?

- Specific.
- Ordinary legal

8. NATIONALITY

- French by birth
- French by acquisition (Specify previous nationality):
- Foreign (Specify nationality)

9. FOR PERSONS BORN OUTSIDE THE TERRITORY: in what year did you last settle in the territory?

10. FOR ALL PERSONS BORN BEFORE 01 JANUARY 1989. Indicate your residence at that date:
- Living in the same dwelling.
- In the territory, in another dwelling. Specify the commune.
- In Metropolitan France, in a DOM or in another TOM.
- In a foreign country: specify the country

The following questions concern only persons aged 14 years and older

11. CAN THIS PERSON:
- Speak French?
- Read French?
- Write in French?
- Speak a Melanesian language?

12. INDICATE THE LEVEL OF STUDIES ATTAINED:
- No schooling.
- Primary school.
- Junior high school.
- Senior high school.
- University or professional faculty (grande école)

13. INDICATE THE HIGHEST DIPLOMA YOU OBTAINED
- No diploma
- Primary school certificate.
- Elementary/Junior high school certificate, BEPC
- CAP, BEP
• General Baccalaureate (Philosophy, Sciences ex., Elem. Math., A, B, C, D, E, L, S, ES, etc.
• Technical (F, G, H, STI, etc.) or vocational baccalaureate, professional or technical license, other license (BEA, BEC, BEI, etc.), legal right to practice.
• Undergraduate university degree, BTS, DEST, DUT, diploma in social or health sciences
• Postgraduate university degree (Master’s, Ph.D., doctor of medicine, engineering, grande école diploma, etc.)

[The small print at the foot of this page is largely illegible. The portions that can be read suggest that it is similar to the text on the 1996 French Polynesia census form, reproduced below:]

The National Council on Statistical Information has ruled that this survey is of general interest, and is therefore compulsory.
Authorization No. 96X 009EC of the Ministry of Economy and Finance (INSEE), valid for 1996
Pursuant to Law 51-711 of 7 June 1951, as amended, on statistical obligations, coordination and secrecy, any refusal to respond or any deliberately inaccurate response may be punished by a fine.
Questionnaires collected by the municipal authorities are reserved exclusively for INSEE.
Law 78-17 of 6 January 1978, on computerization, files and freedoms, applies to the responses to this questionnaire. It guarantees that the persons concerned may inspect and correct the data concerning them. That right may be exercised at the offices of ITSEE.
14. SITUATION DURING THE WEEK PRECEDING THE INTERVIEW

- Was working or was absent from work for temporary reasons (holiday, sickness, maternity, etc.)

ATTENTION: If the person was helping a family member in his work, check box 1.
If the person was an apprentice under contract or a paid trainee, check box 1.

- Performs intermittent or seasonal work, but did not work during the week.
- A student, pupil, unpaid trainee.
- Looking for work.
- Retired or in pre-retirement.
- No longer in business (former farmer, former tradesman, former merchant, etc.).
- A homemaker.
- Otherwise inactive

15. HAS THIS PERSON ALREADY WORKED IN THE PAST?

- Yes: what was his main occupation?
- No

16. IS THE PERSON TAKING STEPS TO FIND A JOB?

- Taking no steps.
- Has been looking for work for:
  - Less than three months.
  - Three months to less than one year.
  - One year to less than two years.
  - Two years or more.

17. IS THE PERSON AVAILABLE FOR WORK IF OFFERED?

- Yes.
- No

18. OCCUPATION

Be very precise. Examples: maintenance electrician; truck driver; household appliance salesperson; marine fisherman; livestock breeder; supermarket cashier, etc.

19. OCCUPATIONAL POSITION
- Farmer, fishermen, fish farmer.
- Head of a business, tradesman, merchant, managing his own business.
- Manager, engineer, liberal profession, physician, senior levels (CC1 or A) in the civil service.
- Line supervisor (incl, administrative and commercial), technician, draughtsman, sales representative (VRP), programmer, salaried manager.
- Teacher, social worker, nurse, medical technician.
- Secretary, office or hotel employee, sales staff, charwoman, service representative, caregiver.
- Manual worker, farm worker, driver, labourer, shop assistant, warehouseman.

20. DOES THE PERSON PURSUE THIS OCCUPATION:
- Continuously?
- Intermittently or seasonally?
- On an exceptional basis?

21. OCCUPATIONAL STATUS
- Farmer, livestock breeder, hunter, fishermen, fish farmer. (Is the bulk of output reserved for family consumption? Yes. No.)
- Family helper.
- Member of a liberal profession.
- Tradesman, merchant, industrial worker, independent worker. (Specify the number of employees)
- Working at home for a business.
- Apprentice under contract.
- Fixed-term employee, private sector.
- Permanent employee, private sector.
- Fixed-term employee, public sector.
- Permanent employee, public sector.

22. ESTABLISHMENT WHERE THE PERSON IS EMPLOYED OR WHICH HE RUNS
- Name.
- Commune.
- Precise address of the establishment.
- Activity of the establishment (be very precise: for example, structural steel fabricator, retail food store)

23. DOES THIS PERSON PURSUE A SIDE ACTIVITY?
- Farming
- Hunting, fishing
- Craft
YES NO

Does this activity produce monetary income? Yes. No
For visitors, give the precise address of the habitual residence:

Neighbourhood, village, lot, place name, tribal land:

Commune